1984/Madam Cassandra - 2011 notes
(The pages after this are a pamphlet that I wrote about the song at the time, in 1984. The song is two pages below.)
This song (performed but once!) marked my jug band entree in 1984 (with a masked Marcia, Richard Gibson on guitar and
kazoo, and maybe Algis on accordion) in 1984.
If I may say so myself, it would seem I have a natural talent for representing the mentally precarious. Come to think of it, I was
simply being myself, since every line literally represents an actual occurrence in my examination by Dr. Cassandra T. Brothers.
The exam was ordered at the request of the Bank of America, after I sued them for wrongful termination in violation of public
policy, and defamation. I was fired for refusing to agree that a certain expense was not a waste. The public policy complaint was
dismissed on the ground that it did not violate public policy for a bank to fire an professional expert for refusing to tell a lie about
a multimillion dollar waste - a computer parameter setting that resulted in the bank's vast computers spending 25% of their time
in spurious cycles. In the entire US legal system (yes, I took it to the US Supreme Court), one justice alone thought the question - whether it violated public policy for a bank officer to be fired for refusing to lie re millions of dollars -- deserved a hearing.
Rose Bird. We know what happened to her.
That left the defamation claim. My job reference was one sentence: "His separation was involuntary and his work was
unsatisfactory." Three years after I was fired I discovered that my recommendation re waste had in fact been exactly followed
two weeks after I was fired. Ultimately the case was peremptorily dismissed two weeks before trial, without any finding of fact
or reason of law ("defendant's motion for summary judgment is granted in full") -- and then I had sanctions of $400 awarded
against me when I dared to ask the court for a reason why it was dismissed.
I digress. To continue with the song. "Psychometry." The judge ordered me to submit to 'psychometric testing,' which I had
objected to on the grounds I didn't know what it was. The bank's attorney said he didn't know either, the judge said he didn't
know, but that whatever it was, I had to submit to it.
"Your pen put down." The judge had denied my request for a tape recorder, and ordered me to submit to whatever Cassandra
asked of me. She searched me to make sure I hadn't disobeyed the order by secreting a tape recorder--so much for rapport. So
I began to take notes..."What did your parents fight over?" was about the first question. Then she ordered me to put down my
pen. She said my taking notes would interfere with rapport. She, of course, took full notes, which only the Bank of America's
attorney was allowed to see, it being a work product.
"Heads false, tails true," refers to her allowing me to answer (MMPI) questions by the toss of coin, because I deemed yes/no
responses absolutely equal, but was compelled to say yes or no...resulting in a computer print-out, which she said was valid
because it said it was valid--without reporting my allowed coin tossing. Besides concluding that I hated my mum precisely
because I consistently said she was the best mum in the world, the computer said I had no sense of humor, which I still gives me
the giggles. I would have had a line about that, only I didn't have the diagnosis at the time I wrote the song.
This recording is what I actually submitted to her as a prompt response to her post-examination questionnaire.
Believe it or not, the examination turned out to be but the beginning of the legal abuse...I'll skip the interim threats of revealing
private matters at trial if I didn't settle, and so on. It ultimately ended with the highest courts of appeal declaring they did not
have the jurisdiction to correct even an admittedly fabricated reason for dismissing my appeal against the order that myself I pay
$23,000 for the 12-hour exam (an automatically disallowed cost, since it was the bank's expert witness). During the 12 hours,
Madam was present only half time, double-billing other clients, etc. My wages were garnished for years... The fabricated
reason for dismissing the appeal was that I had "voluntarily abandoned the appeal"...which not even the bank had dared dream
up, in fully answering my appeal brief.
P.S.
I now take pathetic pride in being the only person (I'll bet) who has ever sued the federal regulatory agency (the OCC, which no
ordinary mortal had heard of before this financial crisis), for failing to regulate the Bank of America. That was in the early
1980s. FYI, anti-establishment cognoscenti (e.g. Alex Cockburn) now recognize that a singularly stupid 1978 Supreme Court
decision (Marquette) favoring the OCC's non-regulation of national banks removed a lynchpin that set the dominoes falling, right
down to the present crisis. Marquette set aside all state usury (=predatory lending) laws, without replacing them with any federal
equivalent.
P.S.S. Oh, I shouldn't omit the fact that Cassandra was a stunning blonde whose tight red dress rode a couple of inches above her
knees, as she sat in a low leather couch, facing me, in her Knob Hill hotel suite.

1984 / Madam Cassandra
Tune: Lillie Marlene

Madam Cassandra, * who pays the rent?

Regular text = the accused

Madam Cassandra, * this is no tent.

Italic = Madam Cassandra, court-appointed shrink

I don't need you. I support you..

* =bell

@ =spank

+ =chuckle

/o =belch

0

Madam Cassandra, * sock it to me!

No don't hang up! I am your pup. psssss
@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +
Madam, a badman's glad.

Madam Cassandra, * psychometry!
You are insane. Measure my pain.

Madam Cassandra, * I'm black and blue!

Take my I-Q. I'll show it you!

Madam Cassandra, * our hour is through.

@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +

One-way rapport! Encore! Encore!

Madam, a badman's glad.

Sock it to me - psychometry!
@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +

Madam Cassandra, * you're my guru:

Madam, a badman's glad.

Madam Cassandra, * had to be you.
Your pen put down. Again you frown,
I can't stay c-c-calm, here is my p-p-p-p-palm.

[Slow verse]

@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +

He was despiséd, human pain He shared.

Madam, a badman's glad.

Surely tomorrow we'll be true.

He gave His Son to show how much He cared.

T' was long ago the third cock crew
Madam Cassandra, * give it me straight,
Madam Cassandra, * don't deviate.
A spade define. Define ‘ define’.
Tell me I vex.

Ask about sex.

@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +
Madam, a badman's glad.

‘Cock-cock-a-doodle-doo’
for me, and you, and you.
[Fast march]
Play ‘Play up, play up, * and play the game’.
Who is forsaken? * Who has no shame?
Who is the hunter? Who the prey?
Who begged the Question yesterday?

Madam Cassandra, * explore some more.

Science the Golden Calf:

Madam Cassandra, * I won't act sore.

Fools durst the heart-call graph.

Are you a queer? .... Errr....
I lose my voice. It's Hobson's choice!
@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +
Madam, a badman's glad.
We're not amused and * you must reply
with false or true un * less it's a ‘ why’.

Madam Cassandra * a menace is.
Baits and then rates you * on Genesis!
How it began, the Fall of Man.
How greed and lust brought dust to dust!
Madam's casehardened eyes
Betray antique disguise.

Why the divorce? Par for the course.

Madam Cassandra * got an M.D.

Did she leave you?

We understands a * Mental Degree.

Heads false. Tails true.

@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +

There's no record of Freudian fraud.

Madam, a badman's glad.

The unaccused, never confused
Madam lies with the Law.

Madam Cassandra, * I do submit.
Madam Cassandra, % judge ordered it.
Confess intent. I do repent.
Take down your notes. My ego gloats.
@ Bad manners! Madam's mad.+ + +
Madam, a badman's glad.

It's nineteen eighty four!
We all lie with the Law;
our leader an actor;
locks each side of each door;
pus rising through the floor;
prison's what prison's for;
there'll be no Fourth World War;
it's nineteen eighty fouruheeuyouaargiooki..

POINTS

AND

AUTHORITIES

This song interprets a psychiatric examination which the Bank of America compelled me to undergo, purportedly
to "measure" how much, it any, emotional distress I had suffered on account of my wrongful termination and
subsequent defamation by them. Since I had alleged emotional distress as damages, even though I was not
seeking a disproportionate sum for them, the Bank had the understandable right to have
• me examined by its own paid psychiatrist on this matter. Their proposed Order to compel six hours "clinical
interview" and six hours "psychometric testing" on unlimited subjects, and my emphatic opposition, are
Exhibits A and B below. I strongly argued that no "psychometric" examination was warranted, especially since
Mark Ross could not tell me what the word meant; that no examination outside the scope of my emotional
involvement with my career was warranted; and that I was surely entitled to a tape-recorder during the
interview, as confirmed by a previous case. I lost all three arguments.
Re taping the interview, it was blatant that had it been the Bank arguing tor a tape recorder, I would still have
been the party to lose. The judge (Commissioner Beale) read both memoranda, then asked Mark Ross it he
would agree to a tape recorder; the reply was no, because a tape recorder would make an examinee
distrustful and thus interefere with "rapport". Completely ignoring my point that it was the examinee in
this case requesting the taped record, the judge denied a tape recorder, even though I provided a case
substantiating my right to one. The ACLU expressed interest in appealing the denial of a tape recorder, but
decided against. (The examination date required me to submit to the test in less than the
10 days allowed to appeal; this shortened time was critical in the ACLU's inability to help me, and further
explains Mark Ross's obnoxious insistence on that date, described below.)
As regards being examined on any subject whatsoever, when I stated that the Constitution protected me from
revealing information which it was my religious commitment to remain silent upon, Mark Ross, with evident
contempt towards my voicing any legal concept, responded: "These examinations are performed all the time,
and I'm sure the courts have resolved all constitutional issues." The commissioner, who wouldn't look at me,
nodded to Mr. Ross. After this, Mark Ross had the indecency to request that that the order for examination
admonish me, which even the commissioner balked at.
As regards my protest that I had no idea what "psychometric" meant, Mr. Ross said he had no idea either. I
said, "Will I be required to stand on my head?" Mr. Ross said heatedly to the commissioner: "I will
stipulate that he will not be required to stand on his head." (But one psychometric test was the recitation of long
numbers backwards from memory.) Finally, I asked the commissioner if he knew what "psychometric testing"
was: he said "No" , and went on to sign the order requiring me to submit to it a few days later. The only
difference between his final order (Exhibit C) and the proposed order was the addition of a denial of a tape
recorder.
I later realised that Mark Ross had known perfectly well that the main psychometric test was the MMPI
(Minnessota Multiphasic Personality Inventory) test, which I had not heard of then, but he was afraid to tell me
in case I read up on it in advance. So he feigned complete ignorance of the techniques, and bullied me into an
examination on a date which I had forewarned I could not make due to a hearing in the "Launch on Warning"
lawsuit scheduled for the same day. Although a Bank trial date had not even been set, he insisted that the
examination could not be delayed even a week or two, and the only logical reasons I could think of for this were
that he wanted the improper advantage of perusing details of my personal life before my deposition (scheduled
later that month), and that he hoped to get a summary judgment quickly by either getting me certified crazy or
(more likely) provoking me into non-cooperation. This was consistent with his consistently misrepresenting - to
me - things I had said on the telephone, such as my agreeing to a one- week extension of time tor him to
respond to a one-sentence interrogatory, and his later stating I had agreed to a two-week extension. Since
Madam Cassandra was in the employ of the Bank, and my otter of complete cooperation with an independent
court-appointed examiner had been refused, this reasoning is wholly justified. And all the while Mr. Ross
argued how necessary it was to establish a trustful "rapport" in the examination! Mr. Ross's insistence on an
immediate psychiatric examination came after over four years of inaction.
After the hearing, Mr. Ross asked who the Launch on Warning judge was, and a couple of days thereafter
called me to "ask" if I had heard that the hearing had been continued, simultaneously mailing a threatening
telegram (Exhibit D). The unexpected last-minute continuation makes me wonder if Mark Ross intervened to
get this unrelated matter rescheduled; he certainly kept a strange watch over it instantly he knew my reason
for delay was genuine (he had at first jadedly assumed it was false).

The examination was in content, though not in application, as abominable as I had feared. I was
interrogated on the most private matters concerning myself, my family and close friends. I was forced to
answer "true" or "false" (no other option allowed) to literally hundreds of absurd and sometimes obscene
questions, including sexual and religious matters of ultimate intimacy. While acknowledging that Madam
Cassandra's administration of the examination was as painless as it could have been, I nevertheless
consider it was a gross imposition for the reasons expressed in the song 1984, each verse of which is
based on the real event.
Before the examination, I phoned Dr. Cassandra to ask what "psychometric testing" was- our conversation
was taken over in midstream by her assistant, who subsequently told me that a tape recorder would
interefere with Madam's "ambience" (though the psychiatrist he recently worked for had insisted on taping
interviews), and that "the most grueling" part of psychometry was the MMPI, which could catch false
replies by cross-checking answers. It disgusts me that anyone, let alone a purported scientist, should
pretend that a profound assessment of a human psyche can be made by numerical manipulation of 510
yes/no responses to questions often having no yes/no answer, and on distressfully intimate matters. Such
"tests" belong in pulp magazines.
The examination began with Madam stating I had waived all rights to confidentiality regarding my
responses. I informed her she was wrong. She wasn't. Every detail is available to Mr. Ross who is ignoring
letters requesting a statement that he will keep confidential a matter which happened some twenty years
ago to someone having nothing to do with the case and who would be embarassed should the matter
become public.
Madam's first question at the examination was "Why are you here?" My reply was "Because the judge
ordered it." Her second question was "Are you tape recording this conversation?" My reply was "I resent
that question because the judge ordered me not to tape it, and you are implying I am untrustworthy by
asking it." We sat facing each other, each with pen and paper; she requested that I put mine down, I said I
would do so only if she signed a statement ordering me to do so. She said she wouldn't sign such a
statement, and only requested that I not take notes, which nobody else had ever done. I began taking
notes, but within 10 minutes she told me to put down my pen because the notes I was taking were too
copious; she signed a written statement to this effect (Exhibit E; I altered " requested" to "told" after the
event, because that is what it was).
In fact, my notes (Exhibit F) were sparser than hers; they are included to show the unmistakable direction
of the examination. It took her about 5 minutes to get cracking on such issues as "Did your parents fight
and if so over what?" Asked to describe my mother I responded "The best Mum in the World."
Outrageously, she asked why I said that, as though to get to the root of a problem I had with objectivity.
However, some kind of "rapport" did develop, and the first part of the song reflects a spirit of trying to
enjoy something which cannot be enjoyed by making a joke of it, though it is no joke. For example, I
refused to respond "true" or "false" to some dozen MMPI questions including "My sex life is satisfactory."
Madam Cassandra had an English husband, and most highly approved of education, of which I have had a
lot; I am sure these associations helped me out; her response to this particular refusal was "You're so
English, my husband would say the same thing." I argued the unanswered questions were so few (a dozen
out of 510) that the result would not be affected; she said this was not her understanding, and the test was
useless without their completion. I responded that I was familiar with the essential statistical routines (at our
final meeting she said she had found out I was correct). But she finally agreed to my completing the
questions by tossing a coin.
"I am important"; "My feces are black and tarry more than once a week"; "There is life after death"; "I am
sexually attracted to members of my own sex"; are example questions which I answered true or false
without objection; it could not be said that I was uncooperative.
The song mentions other specifics such as being asked to define words as mundane as spade and as
religious as "Genesis". Madam herself was a startlingly attractive blonde blue-eyes who interviewed in a
Nob Hill hotel suite packed with extraordinarily splendid antiques. I resigned myself with the thought that
others would pay for what I was receiving for free (albeit in my vacation time). The ambiguous "success"
of the interview (she even recommended near its end that I should have children) was offset by the
dubious caution that she would be required to testify by her employer, the Bank of America.

Madam concluded the two-day examination convinced there had been a "terrible misunderstanding" and
that the Bank would surely settle. I said she was naive (she subsequently attempted to act as a gobetween, and learned that she was indeed naive). Incredibly, she asked "What, other than money, would
make it all better tor you?" With damage staring her in the face, she imagined a smile and a handshake
would make everything alright? I had years previously sought little more than a correction of my job
reference, which was denied by the Bank with the counteroffer of a "neutral" reference, not mentioning it
my work was satisfactory.
In a conclusionary meeting, she informed me that she simply did not understand my situation, saying "It's
bigger than me, I don't understand what went on at the Bank". At the time of this writing, I have yet to see
what conclusions she presumably has drawn to justify her tees.
Regarding some of the final lines in the song:
"We all lie with the law" - until Madam' s interview I felt I had been truthful with respect to my case against
the Bank. I wish now I had lied about the aforementioned matter the publication of which would embarass a
person on the other side of the world, even twenty years later.
"Our leader an actor" - in Madam's office was hung a wholesome picture of Reagans and horse; but in the
waiting room were antique etchings including Bacchalian scenes in which intoxicated hunters jovially
vomited over each other after the day's sport (entitled "One Day's Sport: The Corinthians Making It Up By
Showing The Johnny Raws ... How To Grog It").
"Locks each side of each door" - Madam's office had two doors one inch apart, with locks each way; you
opened one to be surprised by the second. I suppose this prevented unwanted in- or ex-trusions, but was
no protection against the not infrequent telephone calls which interrupted our interview. Madam's assistant,
a large man, also represented a measure of security; with San Francisco's rampant crazies, a psychiatrist's
lot is not wholly sate, and I wouldn't want any such job. This line of the song reflects the horror of a
professional world in which distrust is basic (as with law); Madam rightly did not trust me to obey the judge,
and I rightly did not trust her questions, most of which were tricky, indirectly seeking information not
explicitly requested. About this she was brazen, stating it would be unethical to reveal techniques so that
an examinee could understand what was happening; this was why a tape recorder was prohibited, she said,
because it gave away secrets and invalidated the tests. In response, I mentioned this was the historic
reason tor secrecy advanced by charlatans.
"There's pus coming up through the floorboards, from every pore" is one of the last things said to me by a
Vice-President before I was tired by the Bank of America; it had been my hope to avoid such expletive
issues at trial, concentrating on the hard technical multimillion dollar issues, but Madam's examination
brought back the tilth, and I recently tailed in a motion to suppress such matters as tar as possible. In
particular, I wrote a 97-page narrative of my employment at the Bank, full of names and quotes and
incidents; I am sorry it anybody is embarassed by it, and regret the Bank has not seen fit to confidentially
settle my case, preferring to spend even more money to continue their illegal cover-up.
"Prison' s what prison's for" - The Supreme Court this year ruled (Hudson v. Palmer, 82-1630) that
prisoners were entitled to NO private property, not paper necessary tor lawsuits, nor even a photograph of
a loved one - the grounds being that prison was for retribution. "The recognition of privacy rights for
prisoners in their individual cells simply cannot be reconciled with the concept of incarceration and the
needs and objectives of penal institutions (including) ... loss of many significant rights ... as reminder that,
under our system of justice, deterrence and retribution are factors in addition to correction" wrote Chief
Justice Burger. There's the beef! As tor deterrence and retribution ...
"There'll be no Fourth World War" - Einstein said the war after the next world war would be fought with
sticks and stones, it anyone was left to tight.
The song 1984 is my response to a voluntary "Social Intake" questionnaire Dr. Cassandra left with me, and
an expression of contempt for the court's order prohibiting a taped record of the interview. The abuses
which such a psychiatric examination procedure could lead to are profoundly shocking. George Orwell's
1984 made no mention of computers, but extensively treated the "Thought Police"; Madam Cassandra,
precisely because of her sincere belief in her methods, is its authentic personnification. She was an
unwitting pawn of oppressors; I hope she has learned from our encounter enough to understand the
wrongfulness of my examination.

